
FP7-RADIONETADVANCED LONG BASELINE INTEROPERABLE USER SOFTWARE (ALBIUS)6.2.6 REPORT ON ASTROMETRIC CALIBRATIONLaurent Chemin and Patrik CharlotUniv. Bordeaux, LAB, UMR 5804, F-33270, Floira, FraneCNRS, LAB, UMR 5804, F-33270, Floira, FraneAbstrat.Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) has been unique in produing a grid of extragalati radiosoure positions over the entire sky with astrometri auraies at the level of a few tens of miroarseonds.In addition, the VLBI tehnique allows one to derive relative soure positions over a few-degree separationwith even higher auraies. The purpose of the work arried out within the ALBiUS Joint Researh Ativityof FP7-RadioNet has been to study the feasibility of ombining the two approahes � wide-angle and narrow-angle VLBI astrometry � in a uni�ed way. The work has foused on developing appropriate software tosimulate mixed VLBI sessions that omprise the two types of measurements and to analyze jointly andonsistently those mixed data sets. We illustrate the outome of these developments with the ase of asimple suh mixed VLBI session to demonstrate that this sheme has been suessfully implemented.1 Context of the workVery Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is unique among astronomial observing tehniques in its apa-bility to ahieve extremely high angular resolution on distant elestial targets. Suh a apability allows one toprobe the struture of the observed targets (ative galati nulei, stars, supernovae,...) in their �nest details.In this respet, VLBI has important impliations in various �elds of astrophysis where angular resolution isessential : investigation of jet kinematis in the inner regions of ative galati nulei (e.g. Lister et al. 2009),monitoring of the evolution of photospheres and irumstellar envelopes in evolved stars (e.g. Diamond &Kemball 2003), studies of the growth of supernovae in nearby galaxies (e.g. Maraide et al. 2009).VLBI also allows one to measure positions of elestial targets with unpreedented auray (a few tensof miroarseonds) through astrometri-type observations. Suh observations led to the introdution of theInternational Celestial Referene Frame (ICRF), the �rst-ever elestial referene frame based on distant extra-galati soures (Ma et al. 1998). The urrent version of the ICRF � the ICRF2 � omprises 3414 radio soures(orresponding to an average of one soure every 3◦ on the sky) with position auraies reahing 60 miroar-seonds (Ma et al. 2009). The ICRF2 relies on nearly 30 years of aumulated VLBI data aquired in standardgeodeti and astrometri mode (i.e. based on sessions observing soures that are widely separated on the sky).VLBI astrometry has also drawn the attention of the galati ommunity in reent years for its ability todetermine the distane of star forming regions (e.g. Loinard et al. 2007) and to onstrain fundamental dynamialparameters of the Milky Way and its formation and evolution history (e.g. Reid et al. 2009). Unlike ICRF-typeobservations, the tehnique used for suh determinations relies on di�erential astrometri VLBI measurementsbetween the targets of interest and nearby alibrators. This sheme requires a grid of alibrators shortly spaedon the sky with absolute positions aurately known beforehand. As demonstrated by Fomalont et al. (2002),relative position auraies at the level of 10 miroarseonds may be reahed with suh measurements.While the ICRF2 with a grid sampling of 3◦ is the basis for the identi�ation of alibrators at present, adenser atalog would be desirable, e.g. with a grid sampling of 1◦ or less, sine systemati errors in di�erentialVLBI astrometry sale aording to the alibrator-target angular separation (Pradel et al. 2006). The purpose ofthe work arried out within the ALBiUS Joint Researh Ativity of FP7-RadioNet was to study the feasibilityof suh a massive densi�ation by ombining wide- and narrow-angle VLBI astrometri measurements in a



2uni�ed analysis. As desribed below, the work has foused on developing appropriate software to simulate andproess VLBI sessions that omprise both types of measurements To our knowledge, only another suh attempthas been made so far though using a di�erent approah than ours (Martí-Vidal et al. 2008a, 2008b).Setion 2 de�nes the observables used in wide- and narrow-angle VLBI astrometry and provides basiinformation about the two observing modes. Setion 3 desribes the tools that we have developed to simulatemixed VLBI sessions omprising both narrow- and wide-angle VLBI astrometri measurements along with thesoftware pakage used to analyze suh datasets. Setion 4 illustrates the outome of our work with the ase of aVLBI session that was generated with these tools and the results of analysis of the orresponding data. Furthersoftware developments whih ould be aomplished to extend the present work are disussed in Setion 5.2 Absolute vs di�erential VLBI astrometryThe three observables used in VLBI astrometry are the phase delay τpd = φ/ω, the group delay τgd = ∂φ/∂ωand the phase delay rate τ̇pd = (1/ω) ∂φ/∂t, where φ(ω, t) is the fringe phase, whih depends on the frequeny
ω = 2πν and time t. The group delay is estimated from a linear �t of the fringe phases observed at severalfrequenies spread over a few hundred MHz, while the phase delay rate is derived from �tting the phases overtime. Group delays and phase delay rates are used in wide-angle (or absolute) VLBI astrometry (with τgd asthe basi observable) whereas phase delays are used in narrow-angle (or di�erential) VLBI astrometry.Standard VLBI astrometri observing sessions (i.e wide-angle observations) are typially 24-hour long as thisperiod of time is required to separate parameters for nutation and polar motion. Observations are ondutedsimultaneously at two frequenies (8.4 and 2.3 GHz) so that the ionospheri ontribution to the group delaysand phase delay rates may be removed from a ombination of the observables at the two frequenies. A total of50 to 100 soures well spread over the elestial sphere is usually observed in eah session. Full overage of thesky is ahieved by using various VLBI networks both in the northern and southern hemispheres. Soures thatare ommon to several sessions are used to link the positions of all soures observed in these sessions, whih isthe basis for building elestial referene frames suh as the ICRF or its suessor, the ICRF2 (shown in Fig. 1),from aumulated data. In addition to soure positions, other parameters of interest (station loations, Earth'sorientation parameters,...) may be estimated as well as nuisane parameters (lok and troposphere variations).Unlike global VLBI astrometry, phase-referened (or narrow-angle) VLBI astrometry is foused on observinga small region of the sky. It onsists in swithing observations between the target of interest and a nearbyangularly-lose alibrator as shown in Fig 1. The position of the target is then derived relative to that ofthe alibrator using a spei� treatment. See Lestrade et al. (1990) or Beasley & Conway (1995) for a fulldesription of the proedure. In pratie, the phase delay of the alibrator at the time the target was observedis interpolated from the immediately preeding and immediately following observations of the alibrator. Theinterpolated alibrator phase delay is then subtrated from the measured phase delay of the target, providinga di�erential phase delay whih depends diretly on the angular separation between the target and alibrator.This tehnique is of spei� interest for observing faint targets sine observations may be integrated over severalhours, whih is not possible with the standard (wide-angle) VLBI astrometri tehnique, limited to only a few-minute integration. Phase-referening has the ability to reah even higher auraies than the standard VLBIastrometri tehnique (theoretially less than 10 miroarseonds in relative separations) but is hampered byatmospheri systemati errors (Pradel et al. 2006). Sine these errors sale with the target-alibrator angularseparation, this provides further motivation to work towards obtaining a denser grid of alibrators.3 Simulations and analysis of mixed VLBI sessionsAs noted above, the goal of the work was to simulate mixed VLBI sessions that omprise both narrow-and wide-angle VLBI astrometri measurements and to analyze suh data in a onsistent way. Dealing withsimulated observations rather than with real data is bene�ial for studying this ombination beause one anidentify session parameters or systemati e�ets that a�et signi�antly the results and hene that are ofimportane for the observing strategy. These inlude e.g. the number of alibrators available, their angulardistane to the target(s), the noise level in the simulated data, systemati atmospheri e�ets, et... While notall these are disussed in the illustrating example of Setion 4, the software that we developed has the abilityto study the impat of all suh parameters and systemati e�ets.
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Figure 1. Left : Distribution of the 3414 extragalati radio soures of the International Celestial Referene Frame(ICRF2) on the elestial sphere (Ma et al. 2009). The position of these soures were determined from standard VLBIastrometri observations. Right : Sketh showing the priniple of a phase-referening VLBI observation (adapted fromAsaki et al. 2007).3.1 Simulation softwareThe �rst part of the work has onsisted in developing appropriate software to simulate VLBI sessionsthat inlude both wide-angle observations (i.e. group delays τgd) and narrow-angle observations (i.e. phasedelays τpd). Simulating suessfully both of these observables within the same dataset and analyzing them ina onsistent way is a major ahievement that open new areas for the densi�ation of the elestial frame or forimproving its astrometri auray based on ombination of global VLBI astrometry and phase-referening.The software that we developed is a series of programs written in the Interfae Data Language (idl).This language is often used in astrophysis beause it an easily handle multi-dimensional arrays suh as thosereated to store and manipulate the many values of simulated phase delays and group delays. For ompleteness,the phase delay rates τ̇pd have been onsidered as well in addition to the two other astrometri observables.A simulated VLBI session is de�ned as a temporal sequene of VLBI observables τpd and τgd (and possibly
τ̇pd) for elestial soures observed by a network of three or more antennas. The sequene alternates betweenobservations on target-alibrator pairs in order to generate the usual phase referening sheme and observa-tions on more distant alibrators e.g. to determine orretions for wet tropospheri delays or more generally todensify the frame. The three steps to be aomplished in order to get a simulated dataset are as follows :

• Generation of a VLBI sessionThis step is aomplished by a program that �rst reates an observing on�guration. The input parametersneeded by the program are : (i) the names and geographial loations of at least three VLBI stations(to be seleted from those belonging to the European VLBI Network, Very Long Baseline Array andInternational VLBI Servie for geodesy and astrometry) ; (ii) a list of a priori oordinates for the elestialsoures to be observed (targets, nearby and distant alibrators) ; (iii) the numbers of nearby and distantalibrators (nN and nD, respetively) to selet within the previous list of soures ; (iv) a sheme for theswithing yle between the targets and the assoiated nearby and distant alibrators ; (v) the date andthe duration of the session (in hours) ; (vi) the frequeny bands (with X band and S band as default) andthe orresponding bandwidths (in MHz) ; (vii) the signal to noise ratio of the measurements ; (viii) thesan length for eah target and for the nearby and distant alibrators (in seonds) ; (ix) the slewing timesbetween the target and the nearby alibrators and to the distant alibrators (in seonds).



4 Based on these inputs, the program automatially selets the nN most nearby alibrators to the targetof interest. Suh alibrators are seleted among the urrent ICRF2 list of soures. Nearby alibrators aretypially separated by 1 to 5◦ from the target. The program also identi�es all alibrators that are atlarger angular separations from the target (e.g. > 10◦) and with elevation angles in the range 10�85◦ atall VLBI stations within a given period of time (e.g. 3 hours). nD distant alibrators are then randomlyseleted among those with a range of delination as large as possible. The assumptions on the elevationangles and the delinations of the distant alibrators allows one to orretly sample the sky overageabove eah station for a proper estimation of zenith tropospheri delays at the analysis stage.
• Calulation of theoretial values for the VLBI observablesThe next step onsists in alulating theoretial values for the group delays, phase delays and phase delayrates based on the observing on�guration and sequene of observations de�ned at the previous stage.Sine the development of a software pakage to generate suh values was beyond the sope of the projet,we used an existing software pakage, modest, as the basis to aomplish this task (see below for a briefdesription of this software pakage). For this alulation, any geometrial, geophysial or atmospherialmodel (e.g. relativity, nutation and Earth's rotation theories, tides, plate tetoni motions, tropospherimapping funtions,...) available in modest may thus be used (see Sovers et al. 1998 for details). Phasedelays are alulated for nearby alibrators and targets while group delays and phase delay rates arederived for all alibrators either nearby or distant. In this sheme, the observing times for the phasedelays and group delays on the nearby alibrators may be idential or di�erent.
• Addition of noise to the theoretial valuesThe last step to be aomplished in order to obtain simulated VLBI observations onsists in addingappropriate noise to the theoretial values previously alulated for the three VLBI observables (groupdelay, phase delay, phase delay rate). Noise is generated following a normally-distributed (Gaussian) law,whose dispersion is provided by the user as an input to the program. In pratie, the default is to aountfor random noise in the VLBI quantities but systemati e�ets may also be onsidered as an additionalsoure of noise. For example, an option is available where systemati noise depending on the elevation ofthe soure to be observed is added to the random noise. This ase is typial of systemati errors introduedby the atmosphere when soures are observed at low elevations. Note that the proedure assumes thatthe phase delays have been orreted for ambiguities beforehand (see e.g. Conway & Beasley 1995).3.2 Analysis softwareThe seond part of the work has onsisted in developing the appropriate tools and shemes to analyzemixed VLBI sessions with simulated data generated as desribed in the previous setion. By omparing theresults of this analysis (post-�t residuals for the three VLBI observables, values of the estimated parameters,unertainties of these parameters) with the original data and parameters used as input to the simulations, onean then assess the quality of the observing on�guration and the impat of systemati errors.As noted above, the development of a omplete software pakage that aomplishes this analysis was beyondthe sope of the present work. Instead, we deided to use the modest software pakage � an already-existingsoftware pakage developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) � for this purpose sine it has the apabilityto analyze all three types of VLBI astrometri observables (group delays, phase delays, phase delay rates). Werefer to Sovers et al. (1998) for a full desription of the underlying modeling in modest.modest stands for MODel and ESTimate and omprises two modules. The �rst module,�OMC� (�ObservedMinus Calulated�), alulates a priori values for every VLBI observation in the session based on the geometrialand physial models implemented inmodest and di�erenes those a priori values with the observed quantities.The �OMC� results are then used by the seond module �EST� whih estimates the parameters of interest, e.g.the elestial oordinates (right asension and delination) of the targets and alibrators.The two ritial points that we had deal with in this part of the work were : (i) to generate data in a binaryformat that an be read by modest, and (ii) to organize the writing order of the group delays and phasedelays in a ertain way, within that binary format, so that modest an use them simultaneously. The exampledisussed in the next setion demonstrates that we have suessfully resolved both of these and hene thatgroup delays and phase delays an be proessed jointly and supplement eah other in mixed VLBI sessions.
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NC T NC

DCFigure 2. Left : Sky distribution of the target and alibrators for the simulated VLBI session presented in Tables 1 & 2.The target and four nearby alibrators are shown as red and blue dots, respetively. Suitable distant alibrators areshown as green open squares and blue �lled squares with the latter indiating the 15 ones eventually used in the sessionafter a random seletion. Right : Sketh of the swithing yle ; T is for Target, NC for Nearby Calibrator, and DC forDistant Calibrator. Nearby alibrators are used for phase referening while distant ones are used to estimate tropospheridelays. The yle is repeated over the duration of the session with alibrators hanging at every ourrene.4 Illustration of the software apabilitiesIn this setion, we use a simple mixed VLBI session to illustrate the apabilities of our simulation softwareand the results that we obtain after analysis of those simulated data withmodest. The session that we onsiderhere omprises 3 stations (SC-VLBA, BR-VLBA, Kokee) whih observed 1 target, 4 nearby alibrators and15 distant alibrators for a total of 3 hours. The nearby alibrators are those that are the losest to the targetwhile the distant ones were seleted randomly from a pool of 251 alibrators whih meet the following riteria :(i) angular distane from the target > 10◦ and (ii) elevation at eah station above 10◦ and below 85◦ for theduration of the session (Fig. 2). The seletion proess also ensures that the range of delination overed by the15 distant alibrators is as large as possible. Additional parameters that de�ne the session are given in Table 1.In addition to the soure distribution, Figure 2 shows a sketh depiting the adopted observing sheme.Phase referening is aomplished by swithing observations between a nearby alibrator NC and the target T.A distant alibrator DC is then observed and the telesopes go bak to observing a nearby alibrator afterwards.These steps are repeated many times over the duration of the observations, yling over nN and nD alibra-tors. Table 2 indiates that the swithing yle of Fig. 2 has been performed 114 times and that 1026 VLBIobservations have been generated for this on�guration, inluding group delays, phase delays and delay rates.The simulated values of the phase delays, group delays and phase delay rates generated in this way are shownin Fig. 3 for the baseline Kokee/SC-VLBA, whih is the longest baseline of the network. In this example, thephase delays for the target (in the left-hand side panel) have not been phase-referened to those of the nearbyalibrators to illustrate their variations with time. The phase delays for the target and the four alibratorsare omparable at the sale of the plot beause these soures are all angularly lose on the sky. The middleand right-hand side panels in Fig. 3 show the orresponding results for the group delays and phase delay rates(measured on the alibrators). Obvious patterns are seen, as aused by repeated observations of the four nearbyalibrators. The larger satter of the data in these panels is due to the observing of the 15 distant alibrators.As explained above, suh simulated data may then be analyzed with modest in order to estimate parame-ters of interest. Based on test solutions estimating di�erent parameters in turn (or jointly) and by examiningthe orresponding parameter unertainties, we on�rm that the three VLBI observables are orretly treatedby modest in the estimation proess. We also on�rm that zenith tropospheri delays may be auratelydetermined with the observing on�guration in Fig. 2 and hene that distant alibrators are e�etive in theirrole of tropospheri alibrators. In addition to these tests, we arried out an analysis where no suh parame-ter estimation was aomplished so that we an assess the quality of the simulated data. Figure 4 shows thepost-�t residuals obtained in this ase for the three observables on the Kokee/SC-VLBA baseline. The root-mean-squared residuals are 0.409 ps, 9.23 ps and 0.0102 ps/s for the phase delay, group delay and phase delayrate, respetively. These values are very lose to the noise level originally implemented for these observables



6 Table 1. Setup parameters for the simulated VLBI session disussed in Setion 4.Date of UT start Duration of Target a prioriobservations time observations oordinates2009-11-10 12h 00m 0.0s 3 hr α = 09h 28m 0.0s
δ = +29

◦ 00′ 0.0′′San length San length for San length for Number of nearbyfor target nearby alibrators distant alibrators alibrators (nN )120 s 60 s 30 s 4Number of distant Slewing time 1 Slewing time 1 Minimum separation 1alibrators (nD) NC-Target NC-DC DC-Target15 5 s 20 s 10◦Station names Noise level for Noise level for Noise level forphase delays group delays delay ratesSC-VLBA 0.4 ps 10 ps 10 fs/sBR-VLBAKokee
1NC means Nearby Calibrator while DC means Distant Calibrator.Table 2. Number of simulated VLBI observations available on the target and eah of the alibrators for the observingon�guration given in Table 1.Soure Soure Number of Number of Number ofname type 1 group delays phase delay rates phase delays0615+820 DC 6 6 00749+426 DC 6 6 00810+247 DC 9 9 00820+560 DC 6 6 00833+276 DC 9 9 00854+213 DC 9 9 00906+015 DC 9 9 00920+313 NC 54 54 540920+284 NC 60 60 600922+316 NC 54 54 540928+290 T 0 0 1140928+280 NC 60 60 600939+620 DC 6 6 00940+172 DC 9 9 00947+064 DC 9 9 01020+191 DC 9 9 01038+528 DC 6 6 01137+660 DC 6 6 01522+791 DC 6 6 02342+821 DC 9 9 0

1Soure type : T = Target, NC = Nearby Calibrator, DC = Distant Calibrator.in the simulation proess (0.4 ps for the phase delay, 10 ps for the group delay, and 0.01 ps/s for the phasedelay rate). This demonstrates that the sheme whih ombines phase delays and group delays in mixed VLBIsessions and the subsequent analysis of those data with modest has been suessful.
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Figure 3. Left : Simulated phase delays for the target soure and four nearby alibrators omprised in the VLBIsession presented in Tables 1 & 2. Only the values of the phase delays on the baseline Kokee/SC-VLBA are plotted.The red line is for the target soure while the blue ones are for the nearby alibrators. Middle : Same as in left-handpanel but for group delays. Right : Same as in left-hand panel but for phase delay rates. The data in the middle andright-hand panels are for all nearby and distant alibrators listed in Table 2.
Figure 4. Left : Post-�t residuals of simulated phase delays after analysis with modest. The data are from theVLBI session presented in Tables 1 & 2. The red dots are for the target soure while the blue ones are for the nearbyalibrators. Middle : Same as in left-hand panel but for group delays. Right : Same as in left-hand panel but for phasedelay rates. The data in the middle and right-hand panels are for all nearby and distant alibrators listed in Table 2.5 Prospets for further software developmentsThe major outome of this work is the development of a series of software tools that simulate VLBI sessionsoupling phase delay and group delay measurements. The simulated VLBI data have then been suessfully�tted based on the astrometri software pakage modest. The tools that we have developed are an importantstep towards massive simulations that mimik the densi�ation of the elestial frame. Suh simulations shouldhelp haraterize new observing strategies taking advantage of both absolute and phase-referened VLBI as-trometry for improving the elestial frame either with present VLBI arrays (EVN, VLBA) or future ones suhas the next generation VLBI network of the IVS or in the long term the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).There are several areas where the software may be extended. One of them is to generalize the phase-referening sheme to inlude several targets within a given region of the sky (i.e targets that ould be observedwith the same nearby alibrators). While this possibility has not been implemented, it is not a major issue andshould be feasible with a simple extension of the programs we have developed. Another one is to extend thesimulations to several suh regions of the sky with the goal of ultimately overing the entire sky. This extensionmay be aomplished by repeating several (or many) times the previous sheme. However, a speial algorithmwill be neessary to deal with soures (either targets or alibrators) that are at the borders between regions.Additionally, the statistial treatment of the simulated VLBI observables may be extended. At present, onlyrandom noise and elevation-dependent systemati errors are available to introdue in the simulated data afteralulation of the theoretial values. Further options to be onsidered inlude station-dependent systematierrors (to aount for the inhomogeneous quality of the telesopes) and soure-dependent systemati errors (toaount for the often non point-like and varying morphology of the observed extragalati radio soures). Thejoint analysis of the phase delays with the group delays also o�ers the possibility to solve for yle ambiguitiesin the phase delays. This is an option that should also be explored in terms of future software development.
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